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Abstract 
·This paper introduces a miniature prototype of a high-precision autonomous aerial payload 
delivery system developed by the authors and discusses its perfonnance as cqmpared to other 
commercially available systems. Its superb perfonnance is assured by using advanced 
guidance and control algorithms resulting in establishing and tracking an optimal inertial 
reference trajectory, which is constantly updated based on the best estimates of the ground 
winds. The paper also discusses the novel networking capability of the developed system and 
.discusses its integration with an unmanned aerial platform it is deployed from and unmanned 
ground vehicle it delivers within 5m-15m from the target. 
Keywords: · autonomous systems, aerial payload delivery, networking, real-time optimal 
control. 
Introduction 
The recent devastating earthquake in Haiti has once again shown that aerial payload delivery 
is a vital logistical tool that can be employed to move urgently needed supplies when surface 
delivery is not possible. The use of precision guided airdrop during the Haiti relief effort 
would have proven even more effective, enabling the Joint Task Force to target relatively 
small open spaces in the urban terrain of Port-au-Prince for supply delivery and rapid 
distribution to the most affected areas of the city [1]. 
In the past, an aerial · payload delivery relied on round canopies with no control, which 
resulted in very poor touchdown accuracy, so that a high proportion ofpay_load landed in the 
wrong area and/or was lost. Lately, there has been a shift to high-glide-ratio systems having 
enough control authority to steer an aerodynamic delivery system· (ADS) deployed at large 
standoff distances (to keep aircraft and aircrew out of hann 's way) towards a predetennined 
target and land it close enough to be safely. retrieved. The global positioning system (GPS) 
along with advances in sensors and computers make autonomous delivery relatively cheap 
and attractive for a variety of applications. ' 
Existing systems, such as Firefly, Panther, Shepra, Spades, and others [2] have already proven 
the concept and demonstrated that landing accuracy of lOOm circular error probable (CEP) 
can be reliably achieved. These sub-ton ADSs utilize different canopies and rely on relatively 
simple, mostly heuristic, guidance and control algorithms, allowing them to estimate and 
penetrate moderate winds, and land softly into the wind. 
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The success in mitigating the touchdown errors for these relatively heavy ADSs sparkled an 
interest in developing smaller systems that might have their own niche in the aerial delivery of 
smaller items like medical equipment, critical combat care kits, expendable re-supply items, 
munitions, sensors and ground robots [3]. The thought is that for these smaller systems the 
CEP accuracy can be brought down even more, so that they all land not further than SOm from 
the intended point of impact 
It turns out, however, that achieving good performance for these smaller systems is a 
challengirig problem because they are more susceptible to the winds. While larger systems 
have a luxury to treat the winds as a disturbance, smaller systems must really account for 
them in developing a guidance strategy. The problem is that these winds are not known! As a 
result, the developers of these small systems, like Mosquito and ONYX, choose to use a very 
simple guidance strategy, steering ADSs directly toward the target and then entering a spiral 
descent and finally exiting towards to target at the very end. The idea is that if the turn radius 
· is around SOm, then the touchdown error should never exceed these SOm, and therefore the 
mission will successfully be accomplished. The two pitfalls of this approach are that: a) there 
is no softlanding, and b) ADSs ar~ totally at the mercy of the wirids. · 
The authors of this paper have been in the business of developing guidance, navigation and 
control (GNC) algorithms for ADSs for a long time, so they" decided to complement the 
advanced navigation systems available on-board of the modem ADSs, with advanced 
guidance and C.ontrol algorithms to assure a better, and what even more importantly, 
predictable performance. The algonthms they have developed are applicable for both heavy 
and light systems [4]. In order to prove their concept they also developed and fabricated a 
miniature ADS named Snowflake. For the past two years this ADS has been successfully 
demonstrated on multiple occasions, deployed from a variety of platforms. This paper 
introduces the developed Snowflake ADS (Section ·2), shows its performance compared to 
performance of other systems (Section 3), talks about advanced features no other system has 
(Section 4) and ends with the list of current and future applications (Section 5). 
Overview of the Snowflake ADS 
The Snowflake ADS consists of a 10cmx20cmx2Scm payload container with the guidance, 
navigation and control unit inside it. The fully deployed system in flight is shown in Fig.la, 
and Fig.lb features ·all electronic components inside the container. As seen in Fig.lb, if 
needed the current container's size can be reduced because the current electronic suit barely 
. occupies a half of the container. The wingspan of a fully deployed two-skin canopy is l .4m 
and its chord is 0.64m. The dry weight of the system is only 2kg and under its current canopy 
it is capable of carrying up to about l.Skg payload. As opposed to other ADSs, the avionics 
include not only a GPS receiver, but also three accelerometers, gyroscopes and 
magnetometers, and a barometric altimeter, all integrated on a single circuit board. 
Snowflake ADS features the descent rate of 3.6m/s, forward speed of7.2m/s, glide ratio of2, 
and minimum turning radius of about I Sm. To date, Snowflake has been successfully dropped 
over 80 times being deployed manually (with no static line) by throwing it out of a window of 
a general aviation aircraft and I?.elicopter, or from a deployment ramp of a transport aircraft. 
Lately, it has also been deployed from an autonomous aerial vehicle using . a lanyard that 
triggers a canopy release. A target location is uploaded to Snowflake ADS beforehand (or 
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updated while it is in the air), so that upon release, it steers towards the target autonomously, 
tracking the inertial trajectory to be discussed next. 
~ ~ 
Fig. I: Snowflake with a folly deployed para/oil (a) and avionics bay inside a payload 
container (b) 
Snowflake Performance 
Every other year, the best ADSs are demonstrated at the Precision Airdrop Technology 
Conference and Demonstration (PATCAD) in Yuma, AZ [2,5]. Figures 2-4 present some 
ideas about current state-of-the-art in payload delivery featuring the performance of some of 
different-weight systems. 
Figures 2 and 3a show typical results for the heavy (200kg- l ton) systems. First of all, the 
heavy systems are mature, so that a very small number of them malfunctions. The drops that 
resulted in very large touchdown errors, either because of a mechanical or algorithmic failure 
are excluded from the data. Secondly, depending on the algorithm, they do assure a below 
1 OOm CEP accuracy with a relatively moderate dispersion caused by the ground winds. 
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Fig. 2: Performance of a sub-ton-category System I (a) and 2 (b) 
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However, when it comes to lighter systems, the same winds typically cause the larger 
touchdown errors and dispersion. Figures 3b and 4, where more drops had to be taken out of 
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Fig. 4: Performance of a sub-centner-category System l (a) and 2 (b) 
It should be noted that P ATCAD 2009 featured the very strong ground winds often exceeding 
15m/s. With no winds, all light ADSs would probably have demonstrated much better 
performance, narrowing the errors down to the turn radius as discussed in Section l. 
However, with the strong ground winds, even with special adjustments to the control 
algorithms [6] the moth-mode guided ADS cannot do much, being constantly blown away 
from the target (Fig.Sa). 
Compared to simplified guidance strategy of Fig.Sa, the Snowflake ADS features much more 
complicated, yet more robust, algorithm [3,7) . Every time the Snowflake ADS is deployed it 
features almost the same inertial trajectory (examples from the latest PATCAD are shown in 
Figs.6c and 6d). It first steers towards the loiter area where it estimates winds (Phase 2), then 
exits the upwind pattern and glides downwind (Phase 4) to perform a base turn (Phase 5) and 
final approach (Phase 6). This final turn relies on the optimal inertial trajectory updated every 
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second or so, depending on tracking performance. The precision placement algorithm to 
control the system during all phases is based on model predictive control. Indeed, Snowflake 
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Fig. 5: Moth mode guidance influenced by strong winds (a) versus Snowflake trajectories 
(b,c) 
Figure 6 presents the results of Snowflake drops from the latest PATCAD. Comparing these 
results with that of Figs. 3b and 4 leaves no place for speculations - the Snowflake ADS 
outperformed all others, assuring superb performance (Table I). As in the case with Figs. 3b 
and 4, with lighter winds Snowflake ADS would demonstrate a better performance (in the last 
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Table I: Comparison of ADSs 'performance for the best drops 
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Global Reach Capability 
To mitigate the effect of unknown and constantly changing ground winds, the Snowflake 
ADS terminal guidance algorithms employ another novelty: networking. This enables 
communication between multiple descending ADSs, ground weather stations and an operator, 
who can reside anywhere in the world (global reach) [SJ. To date, the authors have explored 
two different command and communication (C2) paradigms. 
The first one, depicted in Fig.7a, utilizes the commercial GSM network providing a fairly 
wide worldwide coverage. Ground target weather stations (Figs.7b and 7c), based on a 
portable Kestrel 4000 weather device, measure the ground winds constantly and uplink them 
to the descending Snowflakes via a Blackberry cell phone interfacing with the Kestrel via 
Bluetooth module. In this case the Snowflake ADS payload also includes a Blackberry cell 
phone, accepting the ground weather station updates and passing them on to autopilot using 
Bluetooth interface as well. If necessary, the GSM network can be extended (Fig.Sa). 
·--
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Fig. 7: The c2 architecture utilizing GSM network (a) and target weather station for the 
GSM {b) and non-GSM (c) c2 paradigms 
Another C2 architecture (Fig.Sb) does not rely on GSM at all. In this case, a primary mode for 
a weather station to communicate with a descending Snowflake is via the miniature computer 
and 900MHz FreeWave tadio module residing in a small box nearby (Fig.7c). The weather 
station talks to this computer wirelessly, using a Bluetooth interface. 
b) 
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Fig. 8: Extending commercial GSM network (a) and the c1 architecture in the GSM denied 
areas 
Either of these two architectures provides the most current data to a situational awareness 
(SA) display, and enables communication with the descending system from anywhere in the 
world via computer (Internet), GSM handheld, or voice portal to change any mission 
parameter. 
Currently, the authors are exploring even more advanced paradigm, which will allow multiple 
ADSs to be the nodes on the network-in-the-sky (Fig.9). In this case they will be able to talk 
to each other directly, sharing winds and situational awareness data for a variety of 
collaborative control missions. They will also be able to talk to other assets residing in the air 
or on the ground. 
Current and Future Development 
Originally, the networking capability discussed in the previous section was primarily 
developed to allow communication with the target weather stations assuring better touchdown 
accuracy. It turned out however that this unique capability (no other ADS currently has) can 
be used in a variety of other applications (Fig. 10). 
Establishing nelworl<-on-the-move, where each ADS, before hitting the ground, serves as an Innovative 
individual temporary 'node' of an ad hoc sett-forming tactical network or a hub for a short-term aerial-ground 
network and ground·aerial data relay from unattended sensors 
Covertly and accurately 
delivering small payloads (e.g., 
medical supplies) lo multiple • 
hostile locations from large \ 
stand off distances \ 
\ 
Setting a new set of disposable \ 
unattended ground sensors for '\. \ 
the next step of data collection ~ 
Delivering small payloads ,: 
(cargo, sensors) onto / / 
cooperating and non· ' · 
cooperative moving platforms 
(e.g., ship deck) 
i 
Comprising a short-term mesh f 
for reaching further into the area • 
without network coverage 
1 
Establishing mesh network with 
I optional global reach capability over GSM network 
/ Bringing In multiple nuclear i radiation, chemical or other 
1 l sensors dose to the source, 
i ! which otherwise is inaccessible 
/: 
Adopting Snowflake ADS GNC 
algorithms to be used on 
1 '-. multiple powered systems to 
provide a robusl collaborative 
colision·free terrain-following 
guidance 
Delivering ground robots to a 
~ close proximity of IEDs and 
relaying video data up to the 
deployment plattorm 
Adopting Snowflake ADS GNC algorithms for a use on larger systems to bring their accuracy down to whal 
is required for joint precision aerial delivery missions 
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Fig. 10: Novel applications for miniature high accuracy ADSs 
To this end, the very next natural step is to pass the winds estimates collected by the first 
landed Snowflake back to the others that are still in the air, and can use this information to 
achieve even better touchdown accuracy. The results of this endeavor are expected to appear 
after the planned drops in May of 20 l 0. 
The Snowflake ADS can be scaled up a little bit to carry more payload, like an autonomous 
ground robot shown in Fig. l l. With about 20m touchdown error, upon landing the Snowflake 
ADS would transfer current settings (its own position and target location) to the ground robot 
and the latter will then drive to the precise target location to deliver medical supplies/sensors 
and provide the video link through other descending ADSs back to the coaunand center (and 
because of the networking nature of Snowflake to anybody who has an Internet access). 
Fig. 11: Prospective payload 
Another challenging project is to land the Snowflake ADS onto a moving platform. As 
described above the developed algorithms feature not only precise payload delivery, but also 
landing into the given direction. Combined with a capability to re-compute the inertial 
trajectory as often as needed it makes the authors quite optimistic. Some experiments are also 
planned for May of 2010, and further development will include installing a miniature 
stabilized camera for image data processing and platform motion estimation. 
Finally, the Snowflake ADS can be used as innovative "node" of ad hoc self-forming tactical 
network. This and some other application shown in Fig.17 rely on the enlarged version of 
Snowflake to carry about twice as much payload as it carries now. That is why such an 
upgrade, Blizzard ADS, featuring a spacious payload pod (shown in Fig.17 under the wing of 
the Arcturus T20 unmanned aerial vehicle), has been also developed and tested [9]. 
Conclusion 
This paper introduced a prototype of a precise aerial delivery system with a global reach 
capability. It also presented its performance compared to performance of other systems in 
development: Overall, the superb performance and non-traditional capabilities of the 
developed prototype widen horizons for novel and unique applications of aerial delivery. 
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